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An attendee places a finger inside the mouth of Yukai Engineering Inc Amagami
Ham Ham play-biting cat robot, during CES Unveiled ahead of the Consumer
Electronics Show (CES) in Las Vegas, Nevada. —AFP photos

An attendee demonstrates the Shiftall Haritora X full-body tracking system and
mutalk microphone for metaverse experiences while wearing an Oculus headset
during CES Unveiled ahead of the Consumer Electronics Show (CES) in Las Vegas.

The Shiftall Megane X virtual reality headphones for metaverse experiences are
displayed during CES Unveiled ahead of the Consumer Electronics Show (CES).

An attendee demonstrates the Shiftall Megane X virtual reality headphones and
mutalk microphone for metaverse experiences during CES Unveiled ahead of the
Consumer Electronics Show (CES).

Nicolas Duperret poses on a MoonBikes Motors snowbike, the world’s first
electric snowbike, during a press event for CES 2022 at the Mandalay Bay
Convention Center.

Joji Yamaguchi of Langualess Co holds a toy dog wearing an Inu-Pathy collar dur-
ing a press event for CES 2022 at the Mandalay Bay Convention Center.

Bowie estate 
sells songwriting 
rights to Warner

David Bowie’s estate has sold the
publishing rights to his “entire
body of work” to Warner Chappell

Music, the company said Monday, the lat-
est massive deal in a roaring song rights
purchasing boom. Warner Chappell did
not reveal financial terms of the agree-
ment, but according to trade publications
the price tag is estimated at upwards of
$250 million.

Recent years have seen a series of
blockbuster music rights acquisitions by
corporations-including from superstars
Bruce Springsteen, Bob Dylan and Tina
Turner-a trend driven by the anticipated
stability of streaming growth combined
with low interest rates and dependable
earning projections for time-tested hits.
The Bowie deal includes hundreds of
songs spanning the glam rock pioneer’s
six-decade career, including “Space
Oddity,” “Changes,” “Life on Mars?” and
“Heroes.”

“All of us at Warner Chappell are
immensely proud that the David Bowie
estate has chosen us to be the caretakers
of one of the most groundbreaking, influ-
ential, and enduring catalogs in music his-
tory,” said Guy Moot, head of WCM, in a
statement. “These are not only extraordi-
nary songs, but milestones that have
changed the course of modern music for-
ever.” Warner now houses Bowie’s work
as a songwriter as well as a recording
artist.

The owners of a song’s publishing rights
receive a cut in a number of scenarios,
including radio play and streaming, album
sales, and use in advertising and movies.
Recording rights govern reproduction and
distribution. Warner Music Group has han-
dled much of Bowie’s recorded catalog
since 2013, last year adding his recordings
from 2000 to 2016 to the fold. The
announcement comes days before Bowie’s
birthday on January 8, when he would
have turned 75, and the sixth anniversary
of his death on January 10.

Lucrative asset class 
Music catalogs have always changed

hands but the current publishing sales fren-
zy has escalated rapidly, with financial mar-
kets increasingly drawn to lucrative music
portfolios as an asset class. Bruce
Springsteen’s publishing and recorded
music rights recently went to Sony for a
staggering $500 million, with Bob Dylan
also selling his full publishing catalog to
Universal for hundreds of millions of dollars.

The past year has seen other major
acquisitions including from Stevie Nicks,
Paul Simon, Motley Crue, The Red Hot
Chili Peppers and Shakira. The flurry of
sales comes amid a wider conversation
over artists’ ownership of the work, ampli-
fied in large part by Taylor Swift, who has
found resounding success as she makes
good on her vow to re-record her first six
albums so she can control their master
recording rights.

“If I’m a successful artist right now, I’m
looking to own everything I could possi-
bly own so I could sell everything off at
some later date,” music analyst Alan Cross
told AFP, while also defending older artist’
rights to cash in on their own work. Such
sales are useful for estate planning and
perhaps more lucrative in the long-term,
Cross said: in the United States, making a
lump-sum sale also means artists are
taxed at the capital gains rate, which is
much lower than the income tax they or
their estates would pay on regular royalty
checks.

‘Memories and feelings’ 
Jeff Jampol, whose company manages

legacy artists and their estates including
the Doors and Janis Joplin, said the right
moment to cash in is of course a gamble,
as most catalogs “gain value over time.”
“It is cyclical-but if you’re in your 70s, or
you’re making succession plans, do you
want to wait for the next cycle?” he told
AFP. But could such sales alter how fans
engage with the music of these artists?

Maybe temporarily, Jampol said, but
“long term? I don’t think so.” “Music
encompasses and encapsulates memories
and feelings,” he said. “And those things
don’t change.” The company that’s publi-
cized a large share of the recent explosion
in sales is Hipgnosis Songs Fund, a British
investment and management company. In
its interim report released in September
2021, Hipgnosis said its rights vault has
grown to 146 catalogues and 65,413
songs-a value the company places at
$2.55 billion.

For Jampol, the concern that looms
largest over the recent flurry of transac-
tions is that hedge funds, pension funds,
and private equity firms now own seminal
art. “What do they know about soul and
poetry and art and what are they going to
commit to from an artistic point of view?”
he said. “It’s not just numbers on pages,”
Jampol continued. “It’s music that created
very special feelings & emotions-and
those shouldn’t always be for rent to the
highest bidder.”—AFP

Afinger-nibbling plush cat and a cooling fan
for the ever-present anti-COVID mask: the
CES tech show in Las Vegas on Monday

offered a glimpse of the offerings at this year’s
meet-up. CES, one of the world’s largest trade fairs,
is pushing ahead with an in-person edition after
being online-only last year due to the COVID-19
pandemic. Here are timely - and quirky - products
that will be pitched at the Wednesday to Friday
convention:

Cooling masks 
Entrepreneur Eric Fouchard got tired of feeling

hot and stuffy under his anti-COVID mask, so he
came up with a tiny ventilation system that can be
mounted under a face covering. The fan is held in
place with a magnet assembly and is powered by a
small rechargeable battery held in a strap that
passes over the back of a user’s neck. “The first
way to use it is when you are on a plane or a train,”
he told AFP. “The second one is when you are
working and you need to remove the mist on your
glasses.” “The filtration of the mask stays the
same,” Fouchard, a Frenchman, said of his Aeronest
system.

‘Sweet biting’ 
The Japanese phrase “amagami” translates

roughly to “sweet biting” in English. “We find it very
comfortable and we want to bring it to the world,”
Japanese entrepreneur Shunsuke Aoki said. He
transformed that impulse into a small, battery-pow-
ered plush creature that nibbles gently on your fin-
ger. Aoki said young dogs or cats will harmlessly do
the same thing, which is a source of comfort for
people - noting that he likes to let the device nibble
his finger while driving. “In a COVID situation, with
people staying home every day, it gives you very
good comfort,” he added.

Who’s driving? 
Who will be behind the wheel of the race cars

scheduled to hit the track at CES? No one. “It’s
completely self-driven. There’s software that tells
the car what to do,” said Paul Mitchell, president
and CEO of Energy Systems Network, the organiz-
ers of the Indy Autonomous Challenge racing com-
petition.

“It takes the information from the sensors and it
tells the car whether to turn, whether to brake,
accelerate or overtake another vehicle,” he added.

Autonomous cars will race on Friday on the Las
Vegas Motor Speedway at speeds of up to 160 miles
(nearly 260 kilometers) per hour. The exercise is not
just for fun: Mitchell said the competition tests
autonomous tech at high speeds so that, one day,
cars can operate themselves on highways. “Race
cars and racing in general is a great platform to push
the technology to the absolute edge,” he added.

Mask for more than COVID 
The white plastic shell of these masks covers the

nose and mouth — and looks like something out of
Star Wars. But their inventors say they can stop pol-
lution, bacteria and even COVID. Connected to a
belt-worn device, it contains an “active” filter capa-
ble of destroying fine particles and pathogens or pol-
lutants. “It’s a fantastic tool to fight the COVID cri-
sis,” said Franck Glaizal, co-founder of Airxom.
“Traditional masks are not 100 percent airtight, air
passes through the sides. Our mask is completely air-
tight”, said Trong Dai Nguyen, an engineer with the
company. The current model is due to be released in
a few months, for about $340. “If you change (surgi-
cal) masks every four hours, after three years it is
more expensive than our mask,” he added.—AFP

Two unvaccinated French TV star
twin brothers, who made their
name on a science program in

the 1980s before becoming famous for
their cosmetic surgery, have died with-
in a week of each other from COVID-
19, friends and family confirmed. The
death of Igor Bogdanoff, 72, was con-
firmed on Monday evening by his
lawyer Edouard de Lamaze, as well as
his agent. 

He died just six days after his
brother Grichka Bogdanoff passed
away in a Parisian hospital, also of
COVID, the lawyer confirmed.
Instantly recognizable in France and

a favorite in the country’s glossy
celebrity magazines, they also
claimed to have taken part in the
creation of Bitcoin.

“We were implicated, very early,
in the birth of the cryptocurrency,”
Grichka told French TV show Non-
Stop People in June, with their
claim largely based on their prox-
imity and friendship with Japanese
mathematicians behind Bitcoin.
Igor announced that they would
soon launch their own currency,
“Exocoin”. Neither of the brothers
had been vaccinated against
COVID-19, their friend, Luc Ferry,

a former education minister, said
last week.

Ferry told Le Parisien newspaper
that he had urged both of them to
get vaccinated “countless times” but
they refused on the basis that they
were “very sporty, without a gram of
fat”. “Grichka, like Igor, wasn’t an
anti-vaxxer. He was anti-vax for
himself,” Ferry said, confirming that
both of them had contracted COVID.
The Russian-origin twins shot to
fame as the presenters of the hit
1980s science show “Temps X” on
the country’s TF1 channel and
carved out careers as amateur and

often controversial science writers
afterwards.

In their later years, their looks,
socialite lifestyle and legal problems
stemming from their attempt to
relaunch “Temps X” kept them in the
public eye. They denied having plas-
tic surgery to explain their trans-
formed looks, but admitted to having
undergone “experimentations” which
gave them their extreme high cheek
bones, as well as large lips and pro-
nounced chins. “We are proud of
having faces like extra-terrestrials,”
they said in 2010. Igor was a father of
six from several marriages. —AFP


